
Lay Preachers’ Bulletin – June 2021 
 
This month the Lectionary Notes were written by the Rev. Clara King, Rural 
Missioner for the Anglican Diocese of Calgary since 2015.  May 23 was 
Clara’s last Sunday with the Diocese and with the parish of St. George’s 
Calgary.  She is going on to a full-time PhD program through Fuller 
Theological Seminary in California, researching how Church structures can 
be transformed to better support lay leadership in small congregations for 
the future of the Church.   However, Clara will be studying from Calgary, and 
she promises that we will still see her around in the Diocese.  She wrote 
these notes before her last day. 
 
 
June 6, 2021 – Pentecost 2 
Mark 3:20-35 
 
At this early stage of Jesus’ ministry, we can see clearly that his family were 
not supporters.  Jesus was making a scene in the town.  Reaction was mixed 
among the established members of the town.  In the social world of this time, 
honour and shame and your reputation among your neighbours was 
extremely important: they were your social safety net after all.   Jesus was 
making a spectacle, and this made his family feel uncomfortable, insecure, 
and anxious about their standing in the community.  So they try to hush him 
up. 
 
Jesus responds to their social anxiety, and the insults of the Scribes, by 
speaking in parables.  Notice how the parables of v. 23-29 mirror the 
dynamics of what is happening around him as he sits surrounded by the 
crowd.  Jesus himself is seeking to (re)establish a kingdom (v.24), to (re)build 
a house (the House of Israel, v.25) – and he is the strong man inside the 
house (v.27).  Around him swirl the forces of division.  Jesus uses these 
parables to identify the underlying power dynamics of the immediate 
circumstances.  This normalizing instinct by his family is actually a force of 
destruction in disguise.  When his family show up to take him away, we 
should not be surprised that Jesus stands firm against the temptation to yield 



to social pressure, even from his own family (v. 33-35).  In response, notice 
how Jesus reconfigures the “house”: his own family are now outsiders, and 
the crowd of the poor, the sick, the lame and the demon-possessed are now 
the insiders. “Who are my mother and my brothers?  These here (gesturing 
to the crowd) are my mother and my brothers and my sisters!” (v. 34-35) 
 
This is one of the key themes of the Gospel of Mark: the people who should 
be the insiders just don’t get it; but the people who are outsiders understand 
completely.   
 
This is a cautionary tale to us in the Church.  Do we, as insiders, understand 
Jesus as clearly as we think we do?  What role does social pressure play, 
from within the Church, or our own families, or beyond, in how we expect 
Jesus to act in the world, and where we go looking for him?  In the Gospels, 
Jesus constantly surprises those who are supposed to be the “insiders”.  
How are we surprised by Jesus?  and how often?  What would be different if 
we expected surprise to be a regular part of our lives of discipleship?   
 
 
June 13, 2021 – Pentecost 3 
Mark 4:26-34 
 
There are several key details missing from these parables.  When Jesus told 
these parables, the details were there, but the details were in people’s 
cultural knowledge about farming and about mustard bushes.  2,000 years 
later and living in a dramatically different climate, this knowledge isn’t front 
of mind for us now. 
 
First, about planting seed.  Each planting season, a family would have to 
choose: how much grain would they keep for eating (to grind into flour), and 
how much grain would they “scatter on the ground”.  Jesus is speaking 
largely to subsistence farmers, for whom this decision was a decision about 
how hungry the family would be, and for how long, until the next harvest grew 
miraculously out of the ground.  God forbid they miscalculate, or experience 
a crop failure.  This first parable is laced with the anxiety of waiting, and the 



shrinking supply of food while the harvest takes its time to mature.  The 
Kingdom of God is like taking a very costly risk, and waiting and watching 
day by day as mysterious things happen out of sight, and then noticing every 
tiny sign of hope, until the day of readiness arrives, and then you spring into 
action all at once. 
 
Next, let’s look at the mustard bush.  Every plant has its own character; of all 
the possible options, Jesus chose mustard for a reason.  What did his original 
listeners understand from this choice?  Here are a couple of facts about the 
likely plant Jesus is talking about.  Brassica nigra, black mustard, is best 
described as a weed.  With thin and spindly branches and tatty leaves, it is 
a very unlikely habitat for the flocks of birds Jesus mentions (did his hearers 
laugh in disbelief when he added this charming detail?).  Furthermore, its 
seed pods are inconveniently productive. Only a few decades after Jesus 
spoke this parable, a famous Roman (Pliny the Elder) described black 
mustard as the worst plant to allow into your garden, because it drops all its 
seeds at once, which sprout up immediately, and it’s impossible to root out.  
But here’s an interesting fact about Brassica nigra: it is an annual, which 
means: the plant itself is a sower of seed, which then dies, and rises anew 
(sometimes 30-fold, sometimes 60-fold, sometimes 100-fold – cf. Mark 4:8).  
Another interesting fact: it was used in various medicinal preparations for 
healing, and was (as a weed), widely and freely accessible for use by the 
poor.   
 
What can we understand from these parables read with this perspective?  
How does the first parable of risk taking, waiting in anxious hope, celebrating 
tiny incremental signs of growth, and then springing into action when the time 
is “ripe” speak to you or to your community during this challenging time?  
What might be a parallel image today to this parable of the mustard seed?  
The parable of the dandelion?  The parable of the burdock?  How can we 
see God’s abundance in shocking new ways, and what might this tell us 
about Jesus’ work building the kingdom? 
 
 
 



June 20, 2021 – National Indigenous Day of Prayer 
Isaiah 40:25-31; Psalm 19; Philippians 4:4-9; John 1:1-18 
 
I always find myself curious on these special feasts about how they chose 
the readings, and what they (who are “they”?) want to communicate by them.  
The readings are chosen with a great deal of care, and with the input of a lot 
of people.  Presumably, Indigenous Anglicans were involved in choosing 
these readings, and there’s a message in these choices.   
 
Not being an Indigenous person, I can’t say that I know for sure what these 
messages might be.  But for this Sunday, I’ll try to draw out some themes in 
a way to help us see these passages, even the famous ones, with fresh eyes.   
 
The first theme of these passages is for us to notice that Scripture offers 
warm hospitality to a core spiritual concern of many Indigenous religious 
traditions: respect for Creation, and worship of God as the Creator.  The 
Gospel reading points to Christ’s deep involvement in Creation.   Historically, 
there was an assumed (manufactured?) hostility between Christian 
theological concerns and the theological concerns of Indigenous peoples.  
The readings for today point out that there are many strong points of 
connection.   
 
In what ways do you still feel and perceive the points of hostility?  Reading 
these lessons, can you hear the points of connection?  What are the key 
words or concepts in these passages that emphasize the points of 
connection? 
 
In fact, the second thing for us to notice is that on some core theological 
concerns, our Indigenous brothers and sisters have a longer-standing and 
deeper theological alignment to Scripture than dominant Western culture 
does.  The Biblical images of God’s glory filling the Earth, the mountains and 
hills celebrating God’s praise, and of humans being integrated in the 
wholeness of Creation (not separated or elevated from it) – these ideas are 
utterly intuitive in many traditional Indigenous cultures, whereas they’re 
rather hard for inculturated westerners (like me) to grasp.  There are ways in 



which traditional ways of knowing in Indigenous cultures allow a clear seeing 
into the meanings of Scripture that are opaque to westerners. 
 
What are some Bible passages– in these readings or elsewhere in Scripture 
– that people raised in Indigenous cultures may be able to see more clearly 
than, say, a typical city-raised westerner?  In what ways does being raised 
“on the land”, regardless of a person’s culture, impact how they listen to 
Scripture?  Are there ways in which westerners, urban or rural, could be 
taught to see these Biblical themes more clearly, if we open ourselves to 
learning from Indigenous Anglicans? 
 
Finally, a note on resilience and the passage from Philippians.  Remember 
that Paul wrote to the Philippians while he was in jail (1:12-14); he didn’t 
know if he would make it out alive (1:20-24).  Also remember that the 
Philippians themselves were suffering (1:29).  Thus these words which may 
seem to us to be kind of happy-clappy positive thinking, are in fact words of 
profound encouragement to persevere in the face of serious challenges.  
Paul who suffers the most in this circumstance is leading and exhorting the 
Philippians to bear up under lesser (though still very serious) challenges.   
 
It is inspiring to encounter resilience and dignity among those who have 
suffered, because we know their resilience and dignity have been hard-won; 
they are real.  Are there times when you grow in respect for someone who 
has persevered through sufferings?  Is there something we can learn from 
those who have?  All of us face sufferings, and all of us are challenged by 
perseverance.  How do we encourage one another in meaningful ways to 
hold onto hope during times of trial?   
 
For Paul and the Philippians, the trials they faced were physical and violent, 
threatening their very lives.  For us, our challenges may be more internal: 
the struggle for resilience as the pandemic drags on; the challenge to 
continue praying as we witness the suffering of others; the struggle for 
perseverance to recognize when we’ve done harm and that we must take 
responsibility, repent, and seek reconciliation.  What messages of 
perseverance and resilience might we overhear from our Indigenous 



Anglican brothers and sisters?  How might we grow in respect for them?  
How might we be encouraged?  How might we be sustained to acknowledge 
our responsibility for harm and our power to change?  How can we 
encourage others to persevere during difficult times? 
 
 
June 27, 2021 – Pentecost 5  
Mark 5:21-43 
 
The fifth chapter of Mark takes us through three long, complex healing 
stories.  The first is the healing of the Gerasene demoniac, the second is the 
woman with the hemorrhage, and the third is the raising of Jairus’ daughter 
(in two parts).  In each story there’s a subtle undertone that Jesus doesn’t 
just minister indiscriminately to everyone, but in a personal, intentional way, 
and to communicate a point. 
 
We have to start with the Gerasene demoniac, even though he’s not part of 
today’s lesson.  This guy is way “beyond the pale”, living like a wild beast out 
in the tombs.  By the end of the story, he’s sitting calmly by Jesus’ side, 
appropriately clothed, having a meaningful conversation.  In fact, this guy is 
the image of a perfect disciple.  Instead of saying “follow me”, or granting the 
guy’s wish to be a “disciple” (a follower), Jesus says, “off you go, go out and 
minister in my name”.  This guy doesn’t need to “follow and see”, because 
he’s ready to be sent out (in Greek, an “apostle”) in Jesus’ name.  Contrast 
this to the behaviour of the local villagers and the swineherds – they can’t 
wait for Jesus to leave their region and stop upsetting the peace.  In that 
area, the demoniac is the only one Jesus heals. 
 
From there, Jesus crosses the Sea of Galilee, and when he arrives a huge 
crowd is waiting for him.  Among this whole huge crowd, only one person 
really claims his attention.  Jairus falls at his feet and begs him repeatedly to 
heal his daughter.  This is an attitude of supplication we see in others who 
are successful at advocating for their loved ones in front of Jesus.  Jesus 
isn’t going to heal everyone, only a few, and Jairus needs his daughter to be 
one of those.  Although he’s a religious leader (often not a good sign in the 



Gospel of Mark), Jairus proves he’s different – he believes in Jesus and his 
heart is open to any hope that might help his daughter.  It’s not easy to hold 
onto hope this doggedly when our loved ones are suffering.  It’s sometimes 
easier to give in to despair.  But Jairus doesn’t give up.  He perseveres and 
believes.  His desperate hope is seen and respected and fulfilled by Jesus. 
 
On the way to Jairus’s house for the healing of his daughter, we encounter 
the unnamed woman with a hemorrhage.  She touches his cloak, and he 
feels the power go out of him, and she’s healed.  But here’s the amazing 
thing about this story: notice in v. 31 that many people were touching Jesus, 
yet his power didn’t go out to all of them.  He’s not some magical touchstone.  
No, the healing happened for only one person, this one woman. 
 
These stories all contrast the beliefs, attitudes and interests of “the crowds” 
with these unique individuals who really make contact with Jesus.  It reminds 
us that Jesus didn’t become human in order just to heal people of their 
ailments.   Healing was one expression of his ministry, but the healing is 
always related to something else.   
 
The people healed by Jesus didn’t simply go on to live their ordinary lives 
with greater ease, comfort and enjoyment, yet this is often our most dearly 
held wish when we are suffering or when our loved ones are suffering: to 
return to normal life.  Instead Jesus seems to heal people into a totally new 
life.   
 
How, having had this experience, could these people simply “be normal” ever 
again?  Wouldn’t they see everything differently?  Wouldn’t everyone see 
them differently?  And Jairus’ daughter!  There was this thing I saw on TV 
once about people who had had near-death, out of body experiences.  These 
experiences can completely change people’s whole personalities, lives, 
relationships, career paths, everything.  That’s a near-death experience.  
What would it be like for Jairus’ daughter – to have a post-death experience?!  
How would her whole life and perspective be changed by this encounter with 
Jesus?  And through her, how would Jairus’s life change for ever? 
 



We often pray for healing for ourselves and our loved ones.  Are we also 
praying for profound transformation?  How would we feel if we knew the 
healing would be accompanied by profound life change?  What if we were 
promised: come to Church and be deeply transformed – guaranteed!  Do we 
long for this, or shy away from it?  Do our congregations long for it, or (like 
the crowds in these stories) hope that Jesus will restore our peace, instead 
of upsetting it?  How open are we to being truly transformed by God’s power 
working in us, which can do infinitely more than we can ask or imagine? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


